
 Lee Kuan Yew was one of the most 
capable, measured, clear thinking, 
decision-makers to ever walk the planet, 
certainly the greatest leader in the past 70 
years...  He wasn’t theory, he was practice 
- as the first Prime Minister of Singapore 
from 1959 to 1991 - he practiced what 
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Amazingly, the stock markets are up about 
20% year-to-date.  Look around your 
community because “a rising tide lifts all 
boats” and I see a lot of positive activity.

Business people are happy with the 
promise of lower taxes and less regulation.  
Thus, they are spending and expanding 
and hiring - lots of good vibes and 
confidence out there..  I met with a client 
last week who runs a large local company 
and he told me that they are having a 
banner year - and they expect 2018 to be 
even better. 

More Americans are back in the work 
force and earning a living, which reduces 
the stress on unemployment disbursements 
and also reduces government welfare 
expenditures.   NFL players are kneeling 
during the national anthem - drawing 
lots of attention and necessary debate, 
to the important problem involving 
racism..   Elon Musk at Tesla continues 
to create excitement for non-fossil-fuel 
vehicles.  The energy industry, including 
alternative energies, is a huge component 
of our economy..  “Two solar panels walk 
into a bar, and then immediately step out, 
because it was too shady.”  The Keystone 
and Dakota pipelines are now open, 
along with re-authorization for drilling 
and fracking, and coal mining has also 
been reinstated - an “all of the above” 
energy policy is in place..  Immigration, 
amnesty, DACA, the border wall - all are 
being earnestly debated, and solutions 
are being hammered out..   NASA, which 

was recently shut down, is making a 
comeback..   Russia will no longer be the 
lone player in outer space (think: Star 
Wars)..  “What’s the difference between 
the Russian space station and a Yugo?  
Altitude.”  Belligerent North Korea, 
untrustworthy Iran, and now this crazy 
senseless Las Vegas shooting - these have 
all elevated our safety and security to the 
top of the priority list (where it belongs).

 So, here’s My Best Advice - go get and 
read the book: “Lee Kuan Yew, The Grand 
Master’s Insights on China, the United 
States, and the World.” (copyright 2013)...  
Give it to your kids... Give it to your best 
friend.. 

The best book I have ever read

Steve 

Jimmy
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he preached, he walked the talk.  He 
understood human nature (good and evil 
- lazy and ambitious - smart and dumb), 
he made the difficult decisions (tough 
love - what is best for the majority), and 
he produced as close to a euphoric culture 
as is possible - a safe, free, wealthy 
society ...One of Yew’s most profound 
observations about America - which he 
made way back in 1996 - appears to have 
come true, he said:  “To have, day to day, 
images of violence and raw sex on the 
picture tube, the whole society exposed to 
it, it will ruin a whole community.”  As if 
exposing the whole society to “images of 
violence and raw sex” wasn’t bad enough 
(and it is) - now we have added relentless 
divisiveness to the 24 hour news cycle.   
Where is all this leading?  What is the 
goal of the media with all this animosity, 
antagonism, controversy, identity politics?  
South African superstar golfer Gary 
Player recently said “I hear from people 
all the time who can’t believe what they 
see on television. They can’t believe 
that Americans are condemning their 
own country.  Anybody who lives in this 
country should kiss the ground every day.”

 Each one of us thinks differently from the 
next person - Lee Kuan Yew’s book will 
make “those on the right” angry - his book 
will make “those on the left” angry - this 
book will shatter just about everything 
you thought you knew about the world..  
It will change the way you look at things..   
It will open your eyes and your mind..     
Everything that is important to us in 
life, is addressed in his book.  No matter 
who you are, if you want to - you can 
learn from his insights, his wisdom, his 
experience, his advice – we all have the 
ability to learn, to change, to improve - if 
we want to…

Your comments and feedback are always 
appreciated – email me at 
Steve@MoerdykFinancial.com
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Someday we shall all stand before Him and give an account.

“Fall golf” is a blast - we had the entire course to ourselves - can 
you say “mulligan” (grin).

Carly, Sammy and Cass flew all the way from Sydney to spend
the month of July with us.

Jimmy and me at our annual brokers conference in Chicago.Lori bought a gorgeous home on Dean Lake and took us for a 
booze cruise - I mean, a pontoon boat ride.


